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this is not a presentation about 
the death of journalism



  

journalism is 
thriving



  

true: the old business models 
built around delivering news are 

ceasing to work



  

but: there’s more reporting 
than ever … and by a wider 

variety of people



  

this is a good thing



  

on the decline: old modes of 
news delivery



  
“Obama inauguration newspapers” by David Boyle
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but also: television
and radio news



  

now, keep in mind



  

old modes won’t go
away entirely



  

but they will change … and they 
will be complemented by 

companies with entirely new 
models



  

the companies behind 
journalism must innovate



  

precedent:



  

music industry didn’t die;
it evolved



  

old recorded music industry: 
record labels, record stores



  

new recorded music industry:
record labels, physical retail, digital retail, commercial 

licensing brokers, sharing/remix/collaboration 
platforms, curation/aggregation/discovery tools, etc.



  

new music industry relies 
heavily on free (of cost) sharing 

and reuse of creativity



  

the creative commons approach has been instrumental
in facilitating the growth of these types of businesses



  

because it provides a flexible 
framework that makes it easy 

for creators to express 
permissions



  

in turn, making it easy to 
leverage these permissions and 
build businesses around them



  

so, back to journalism



  

innovative new business models 
are already emerging



  

they too rely on free and legal 
sharing and reuse



  

the creative commons approach is proving to be key in 
the development of these models



  

some examples



  

1) nonprofit, philanthropic 
journalism ventures funded by 
foundations and/or other fiscal 

sponsors



  



  

propublica:
* investigative journalism
* 32-person newsroom lead by former managing editor 
of the wall street journal
* gives stories for free to major news outlets; after 
period of exclusivity window stories are published 
under creative commons attribution-noncommercial-
no-derivative works license



  



  

huffington post investigative fund:
* watchdog journalism
* professional newsroom staffed by reporters and 
editors from a variety of news organizations
* destination site with all news published under 
creative commons attribution no-derivative works 
license



  

2) advertising-supported
citizen journalism platforms 

that share revenue with 
reporters



  



  

groundreport
* global news
* 4,000 contributors with various levels of experience 
who submit articles, photos, and videos of news 
events, which are vetted by a staff of editors
* groundreport publishes stories on its site and 
through syndication partners; contributors are paid 
based on the unique traffic to their posts
* reporters retain rights to their work and can choose 
which creative commons license to publish under



  

3) community-funded reporting



  



  

spot.us
* local news: currently the san francisco bay area and 
los angeles, ca
* any member of the public can commission and fund 
journalists to report a story. contributions are tax 
deductible and about ten percent of contributions 
usually goes to spot.us.
* if a news organization buys exclusive rights to the 
story, donations are reimbursed. otherwise, all content 
is made available through a creative commons license.



  

example: spot.us story
in the new york times



  



  

spot.us
* freelancer lindsey hoshaw used spot.us to raise 
$6,000 from 116 donors to pay for reporting about 
pollution patches in the pacific ocean
* the new york times bought the story and hoshaw’s 
photos; spot.us and hoshaw kept fees and funders 
were paid back



  

4) new twists on older models



  



  

al jazeera
* creative commons video repository: broadcast-quality 
video of the war in gaza, made available to anyone for 
use under a creative commons attribution license
* al jazeera leveraging its access to the region and the 
scarcity of news footage available to promote its brand



  

al jazeera
* international herald tribune: “In a conflict where the 
Western news media have been largely prevented from 
reporting from Gaza because of restrictions imposed 
by the Israeli military, Al Jazeera has had a distinct 
advantage. It was already there.”



  



  



  

good magazine
* print and web magazine focused on social issues and 
social entrepreneurship
* business model: advertising and subscriptions - with 
all subscription fees going to partner charities, 
incentivizing consumers to subscribe and partner 
charities to reach out to their communities
* after six-month exclusivity window, all content is 
published under creative commons attribution-
noncommercial license



  

creative commons’
student journalism 2.0



  



  

teaching high school students 
about the changing legal and 
technical issues of journalism
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